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Code No: 58096                                           Set No. 1 
JAWAHARLAL NEHRU TECHNOLOGICAL UNIVERSITY HYDERABAD 

IV B.Tech. II Sem., II Mid-Term Examinations, April-2014 
WIND ENGINEERING AND INDUSTRIAL AERODYNAMICS 

Objective Exam 
Name: ______________________________ Hall Ticket No.  

 
Answer All Questions. All Questions Carry Equal Marks. Time: 20 Min. Marks: 10. 
 
I. Choose the correct alternative: 
 
1.  The angular velocity of earth’s diurnal rotation is Ω. The Corriolis acceleration is proportional to 

[ ] 
[a] 1/ Ω                 [b]  Ω2                [c]  Ω                  [d]  Ω½ 

 
2.   Cyclones are formed due to depressions (i.e., low pressure spots) over   [ ] 

[a] ocean of sub-tropical region                             [b] Land of sub-tropical region 
[c] Ocean between latitudes of 40 0 and 600          [d] Land  between latitudes of 40 0 and 600     

 
3.  Tornadoes usually have wind speeds         [ ] 

[a] higher than cyclones         [b] comparable to cyclones       
[c] slightly lower than cyclones  [d] much lower than cyclones 

 
4.  Cyclones have diameters of the order of        [ ] 

[a] 100m                   [b] 10 m              [c] 1000 km                [d] 10000 km 
  
5.  Wind turbines must be designed to withstand       [ ] 

[a] tornadoes           [b] monsoon winds          [c] strong cyclones           [d] moderate cyclones      
 
6.  In an open circuit wind tunnel the honeycomb is located      [ ] 

[a] upstream of intake        [b] in settling chamber      
[c] downstream of test section       [d] inside diffuser 

 
7.  The propeller (fan) that drives the flow in an open circuit wind tunnel is located  [ ] 

[a]downstream of tunnel      [b] upstream of tunnel     [c] just downstream of test section     [d]None  
 
8.  In a building the skin friction drag (arising directly due to viscosity) has a magnitude [ ] 

[a] comparable to pressure drag       [b] larger than pressure drag      
[c] much less than pressure drag     [d]None 

 
9.  Suppose freestream wind is parallel to diagonal of a square shaped building block. A vortex is 

formed creating a potentially damaging low pressure zone on roof over the   [ ] 
[a] rearmost corner         [b] front corner          [c]  middle of building         [d] entire building block. 

 
10.  The Reynolds no. at which the boundary layer separation point becomes unstable over a circular 

cylinder is called          [ ] 
[a] critical        [b] sub-critical         [c] ultra-critical      [d] super-critical. 
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II Fill in the Blanks: 
 
11. Tornadoes have diameters of hundreds of ______________. 
 
12. Trade winds are inclined to _______________ by approximately 400. 
 
13. The wind circuit of thermal drive over polar region is called ___________ cell. 
 
14. The purpose of the honeycomb is to remove flow _______________ in wind tunnel. 
 
15. The purpose of the screen is to remove flow ___________ in wind tunnel. 
 
16. The Reynolds No. above which boundary layer separation point becomes unstable over a circular 

cylinder has a value of ______________. 
 
17. Strong _________ present in turbulent wind cause damage to buildings, bridges & wind turbines. 
 
18. Probability of wind-induced failure increases in modern buildings & bridges became 

more__________________________ components are being used. 
 
19. The force exerted on a civil structure by wind depends on a dimensionless factor 

called_________________ 
 
20. The lift coefficient of a car is a function of the non -dimensionalized  chassis height h/b, where b is 

the distance between ______________________________ 
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JAWAHARLAL NEHRU TECHNOLOGICAL UNIVERSITY HYDERABAD 

IV B.Tech. II Sem., II Mid-Term Examinations, April-2014 
WIND ENGINEERING AND INDUSTRIAL AERODYNAMICS 

Objective Exam 
Name: ______________________________ Hall Ticket No.  

 
Answer All Questions. All Questions Carry Equal Marks. Time: 20 Min. Marks: 10. 
 
I. Choose the correct alternative: 
 
1.  Cyclones have diameters of the order of        [ ] 

[a] 100m                   [b] 10 m              [c] 1000 km                [d] 10000 km 
  
2.  Wind turbines must be designed to withstand       [ ] 

[a] tornadoes           [b] monsoon winds          [c] strong cyclones           [d] moderate cyclones      
 
3.  In an open circuit wind tunnel the honeycomb is located      [ ] 

[a] upstream of intake        [b] in settling chamber      
[c] downstream of test section       [d] inside diffuser 

 
4.  The propeller (fan) that drives the flow in an open circuit wind tunnel is located  [ ] 

[a]downstream of tunnel      [b] upstream of tunnel     [c] just downstream of test section     [d]None  
 
5.  In a building the skin friction drag (arising directly due to viscosity) has a magnitude [ ] 

[a] comparable to pressure drag       [b] larger than pressure drag      
[c] much less than pressure drag     [d]None 

 
6.  Suppose freestream wind is parallel to diagonal of a square shaped building block. A vortex is 

formed creating a potentially damaging low pressure zone on roof over the   [ ] 
[a] rearmost corner         [b] front corner          [c]  middle of building         [d] entire building block. 

 
7.  The Reynolds no. at which the boundary layer separation point becomes unstable over a circular 

cylinder is called          [ ] 
[a] critical        [b] sub-critical         [c] ultra-critical      [d] super-critical. 

 
8.  The angular velocity of earth’s diurnal rotation is Ω. The Corriolis acceleration is proportional to 

[ ] 
[a] 1/ Ω                 [b]  Ω2                [c]  Ω                  [d]  Ω½ 

 
9.   Cyclones are formed due to depressions (i.e., low pressure spots) over   [ ] 

[a] ocean of sub-tropical region                             [b] Land of sub-tropical region 
[c] Ocean between latitudes of 40 0 and 600          [d] Land  between latitudes of 40 0 and 600     

 
10.  Tornadoes usually have wind speeds         [ ] 

[a] higher than cyclones         [b] comparable to cyclones       
[c] slightly lower than cyclones  [d] much lower than cyclones 
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II Fill in the Blanks: 
 
11. The purpose of the honeycomb is to remove flow _______________ in wind tunnel. 
 
12. The purpose of the screen is to remove flow ___________ in wind tunnel. 
 
13. The Reynolds No. above which boundary layer separation point becomes unstable over a circular 

cylinder has a value of ______________. 
 
14. Strong _________ present in turbulent wind cause damage to buildings, bridges & wind turbines. 
 
15. Probability of wind-induced failure increases in modern buildings & bridges became 

more__________________________ components are being used. 
 
16. The force exerted on a civil structure by wind depends on a dimensionless factor 

called_________________ 
 
17. The lift coefficient of a car is a function of the non -dimensionalized  chassis height h/b, where b is 

the distance between ______________________________ 
 
18. Tornadoes have diameters of hundreds of ______________. 
 
19. Trade winds are inclined to _______________ by approximately 400. 
 
20. The wind circuit of thermal drive over polar region is called ___________ cell. 
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JAWAHARLAL NEHRU TECHNOLOGICAL UNIVERSITY HYDERABAD 

IV B.Tech. II Sem., II Mid-Term Examinations, April-2014 
WIND ENGINEERING AND INDUSTRIAL AERODYNAMICS 

Objective Exam 
Name: ______________________________ Hall Ticket No.  

 
Answer All Questions. All Questions Carry Equal Marks. Time: 20 Min. Marks: 10. 
 
I. Choose the correct alternative: 
 
1.  In an open circuit wind tunnel the honeycomb is located      [ ] 

[a] upstream of intake        [b] in settling chamber      
[c] downstream of test section       [d] inside diffuser 

 
2.  The propeller (fan) that drives the flow in an open circuit wind tunnel is located  [ ] 

[a]downstream of tunnel      [b] upstream of tunnel     [c] just downstream of test section     [d]None  
 
3.  In a building the skin friction drag (arising directly due to viscosity) has a magnitude [ ] 

[a] comparable to pressure drag       [b] larger than pressure drag      
[c] much less than pressure drag     [d]None 

 
4.  Suppose freestream wind is parallel to diagonal of a square shaped building block. A vortex is 

formed creating a potentially damaging low pressure zone on roof over the   [ ] 
[a] rearmost corner         [b] front corner          [c]  middle of building         [d] entire building block. 

 
5.  The Reynolds no. at which the boundary layer separation point becomes unstable over a circular 

cylinder is called          [ ] 
[a] critical        [b] sub-critical         [c] ultra-critical      [d] super-critical. 

 
6.  The angular velocity of earth’s diurnal rotation is Ω. The Corriolis acceleration is proportional to 

[ ] 
[a] 1/ Ω                 [b]  Ω2                [c]  Ω                  [d]  Ω½ 

 
7.   Cyclones are formed due to depressions (i.e., low pressure spots) over   [ ] 

[a] ocean of sub-tropical region                             [b] Land of sub-tropical region 
[c] Ocean between latitudes of 40 0 and 600          [d] Land  between latitudes of 40 0 and 600     

 
8.  Tornadoes usually have wind speeds         [ ] 

[a] higher than cyclones         [b] comparable to cyclones       
[c] slightly lower than cyclones  [d] much lower than cyclones 

 
9.  Cyclones have diameters of the order of        [ ] 

[a] 100m                   [b] 10 m              [c] 1000 km                [d] 10000 km 
  
10.  Wind turbines must be designed to withstand       [ ] 

[a] tornadoes           [b] monsoon winds          [c] strong cyclones           [d] moderate cyclones      
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II Fill in the Blanks: 
 
11. The Reynolds No. above which boundary layer separation point becomes unstable over a circular 

cylinder has a value of ______________. 
 
12. Strong _________ present in turbulent wind cause damage to buildings, bridges & wind turbines. 
 
13. Probability of wind-induced failure increases in modern buildings & bridges became 

more__________________________ components are being used. 
 
14. The force exerted on a civil structure by wind depends on a dimensionless factor 

called_________________ 
 
15. The lift coefficient of a car is a function of the non -dimensionalized  chassis height h/b, where b is 

the distance between ______________________________ 
 
16. Tornadoes have diameters of hundreds of ______________. 
 
17. Trade winds are inclined to _______________ by approximately 400. 
 
18. The wind circuit of thermal drive over polar region is called ___________ cell. 
 
19. The purpose of the honeycomb is to remove flow _______________ in wind tunnel. 
 
20. The purpose of the screen is to remove flow ___________ in wind tunnel. 
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IV B.Tech. II Sem., II Mid-Term Examinations, April-2014 
WIND ENGINEERING AND INDUSTRIAL AERODYNAMICS 

Objective Exam 
Name: ______________________________ Hall Ticket No.  

 
Answer All Questions. All Questions Carry Equal Marks. Time: 20 Min. Marks: 10. 
 
I. Choose the correct alternative: 
 
1.  In a building the skin friction drag (arising directly due to viscosity) has a magnitude [ ] 

[a] comparable to pressure drag       [b] larger than pressure drag      
[c] much less than pressure drag     [d]None 

 
2.  Suppose freestream wind is parallel to diagonal of a square shaped building block. A vortex is 

formed creating a potentially damaging low pressure zone on roof over the   [ ] 
[a] rearmost corner         [b] front corner          [c]  middle of building         [d] entire building block. 

 
3.  The Reynolds no. at which the boundary layer separation point becomes unstable over a circular 

cylinder is called          [ ] 
[a] critical        [b] sub-critical         [c] ultra-critical      [d] super-critical. 

 
4.  The angular velocity of earth’s diurnal rotation is Ω. The Corriolis acceleration is proportional to 

[ ] 
[a] 1/ Ω                 [b]  Ω2                [c]  Ω                  [d]  Ω½ 

 
5.   Cyclones are formed due to depressions (i.e., low pressure spots) over   [ ] 

[a] ocean of sub-tropical region                             [b] Land of sub-tropical region 
[c] Ocean between latitudes of 40 0 and 600          [d] Land  between latitudes of 40 0 and 600     

 
6.  Tornadoes usually have wind speeds         [ ] 

[a] higher than cyclones         [b] comparable to cyclones       
[c] slightly lower than cyclones  [d] much lower than cyclones 

 
7.  Cyclones have diameters of the order of        [ ] 

[a] 100m                   [b] 10 m              [c] 1000 km                [d] 10000 km 
  
8.  Wind turbines must be designed to withstand       [ ] 

[a] tornadoes           [b] monsoon winds          [c] strong cyclones           [d] moderate cyclones      
 
9.  In an open circuit wind tunnel the honeycomb is located      [ ] 

[a] upstream of intake        [b] in settling chamber      
[c] downstream of test section       [d] inside diffuser 

 
10.  The propeller (fan) that drives the flow in an open circuit wind tunnel is located  [ ] 

[a]downstream of tunnel      [b] upstream of tunnel     [c] just downstream of test section     [d]None  
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II Fill in the Blanks: 
 
11. Probability of wind-induced failure increases in modern buildings & bridges became 

more__________________________ components are being used. 
 
12. The force exerted on a civil structure by wind depends on a dimensionless factor 

called_________________ 
 
13. The lift coefficient of a car is a function of the non -dimensionalized  chassis height h/b, where b is 

the distance between ______________________________ 
 
14. Tornadoes have diameters of hundreds of ______________. 
 
15. Trade winds are inclined to _______________ by approximately 400. 
 
16. The wind circuit of thermal drive over polar region is called ___________ cell. 
 
17. The purpose of the honeycomb is to remove flow _______________ in wind tunnel. 
 
18. The purpose of the screen is to remove flow ___________ in wind tunnel. 
 
19. The Reynolds No. above which boundary layer separation point becomes unstable over a circular 

cylinder has a value of ______________. 
 
20. Strong _________ present in turbulent wind cause damage to buildings, bridges & wind turbines. 
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